American or English Fowler 1-1/8” Hooked Breech....................#Plug-(specify)
Both the American and English style breech plugs are wax cast of malleable steel.
They can be gently straightened, or bent cold. Each plug has been X-ray inspected
for internal flaws before threading. Made in 3/4-16 and the big 7/8-14 thread size for
use in 10 or 12 gauge fowling guns, 1-1/8” octagon at the breech. You may use this
plug with either a right or left hand flint or percussion lock.
The English tang only is 2-1/4”, the width mid-point of the tang is 9/16”. The groove
at the top of the tang resembles those found on Brown Bess Muskets, and some
pre-Revolutionary War era fowling guns. The American tang is 4-1/2” long, 3/8” wide
at the narrow end and 1/2” wide at the mid-point of the tang.
Note that N. M. L. R. A. rules for the N. W. Trade Gun Match do not allow a rear
sight above the plane of the barrel. You may finish the tang to be even with the top
of the barrel, and extend the groove by filing into the top surface of the barrel, to
match the tang, using a round file.
This same threaded plug is also used on both the Engish and American Fowler
hooked breech Select our 3/4-16 thread for 20 gauge and smaller bores, or our big
7/8-14 thread for larger bores, including 12 and 10 gauge.
American fowler plug and tang set for 1-1/8” barrels:
#Plug-AF-18-3
plug and tang with 3/4-16 thread for 1-1/8” barrel only $43.99
#Plug-AF-18-7
plug and tang with 7/8-14 thread for 1-1/8” barrel only $43.99
English fowler plug and tang set for 1-1/8” barrels:
#Plug-EF-18-3
plug and tang with 3/4-16 thread for 1-1/8” barrel only $43.99
#Plug-EF-18-7
plug and tang with 7/8-14 thread for 1-1/8” barrel only $43.99
Individual components of breech plug sets, sold separately:
#Plug-AF-18-tang
American tang only 1-1/8” plug
only $14.99
#Plug-EF-18-tang
English tang only 1-1/8” plug
only $14.99
#Plug-AF-18-3-plug plug only with 3/4-16 thread, for either tang
only $30.99
#Plug-AF-18-7-plug plug only with 7/8-14 thread, for either tang
only $30.99

#Plug-AF-18-3
3/4-16 thread
or
#Plug-AF-18-7
7/8-14 thread
$43.99

#Plug-EF-18-3
3/4-16 thread for 1-1/8”
or
#Plug-EF-18-7
7/8-14 thread for 1-1/8”
$43.99

Flint 1”or 1-1/6”Fowler Hooked Breech....................... #Plug-EF-(specify)
This English style tang is wax cast of malleable 8620 steel. It may be
straightened, or bent cold. Made in 3/4-16 with a .550” thread journal. The
overall length of the tang is just over 1-13/16”.
The groove at the top of the tang resembles those found on British Officer’s
fusils, and some pre-Revolutionary War era fowling guns. Build your own flint
fowling gun, fancy trade gun, or Committee of Safety style military musket,
using this plug and tang. Note that N. M. L. R. A. rules for the N. W. Trade Gun
Match do not allow a rear sight above the plane of the barrel. You may finish
the tang to be even with the top of the barrel, and extend the groove by filing
into the top surface of the barrel, to match the tang, using a round file.
The small lug at the bottom of the tang is a pin lug to secure the tang to
the stock. This is a small detail found on better English fowlers, and can be
easily removed if desired.
This plug is ideal for use withour 42” octagon-to-round smoothbore or rifled
barrels with 3/4-16 threads.
This plug is ideal for use with Colerain’s 44” octagon-to-round smoothbore
or rifled barrels with 1-1/16” (1.062”) breech and 3/4-16 threads
#Plug-EF-16-3 plug and tang, with 3/4-16 for 1” barrels
only $43.99
#Plug-EF-17-3 plug and tang, with 3/4-16 for 1-1/16” barrels only $43.99
Individual components of breech plug sets, sold separately:
#Plug-EF-16-3-plug plug only, 3/4-16 for 1” barrels
only $30.99
#Plug-EF-17-3-plug plug only, 3/4-16 for 1-1/16” barrels
only $30.99
#Plug-EF-16-tang
tang only, for 1” plug
only $14.99
#Plug-EF-17-tang
tang only, for 1-1/16” plug
only $14.99
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#Plug-EF-16-3
3/4-16 thread for 1”
or
#Plug-EF-17-3
3/4-16 thread for 1-1/16”
$43.99
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